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Abstract
Thepaperdisclosesa novelmethod
for configuring
a technical system through model-basedreasoning from a
descriptionof its variantspectrum
in a mastercircuit diagram(patentpending).
Afterdescribingbackground
andbasic idea, the basic
method
anda generalizationare explained.Knowledge
representationandreasoningprocessare illustrated in two
examples.

its ownrule in terms of the propositions in the product
specification.
So froma manufacturer’sviewpointthere is no reservation about howa circuit diagrammight be employedas
long as it reducesthe burdenof creating and maintaining
the knowledge
bases for configuring.
Background

Introduction
In manyengineeringdomains,e.g. electrical, electronic,
hydraulic or pneumaticpowerand control systems, the
prime representation of engineeringdecisions is in the
formof circuit diagrams.Anengineerwith a circuit diagramhas no needof a knowledge
base with explicit rules.
Theease and absolute certainty with whichengineers
can draw conclusions from such diagramsmadeand makes
it very temptingto employsuch graphical representations
for the knowledgeand for the results of the configuring
process. Whencircuit diagramsare available, whyshould
our computer-based
configurationtools still haveneedof
separately maintainedrules?
Motivation
Manufacturersof complexproductshaveno real choice but
use someformof knowledge
representation for describing
their product offering and determiningthe configuration
for their products.So they employthe existing inefficient
rule-basedtechnologiesin spite of the large maintenance
effort andacceptthe hugeprice tag andthe shortcomings.
Examiningmoreclosely what manufacturersare willing
to undergo today, somepreconceptions of what modelbasedtechniquesshouldstrive for werefoundto be astray.
Mostimportantis that manufacturersare preparedto describe the productfeature combinationsthey wantto offer
in rules of propositionallogic, i.e. completely,extensively
andexplicitly, whereasthe preconceptionof researchersis
to treat configurationspaceas unlimited,andconstructthe
solution incrementallyfroma minimizedknowledge
base.
Anotherobservation is that manymanufacturerstoday
create and maintain, for every component(or for every
partial bill-of-material)that mightbe put into the product,
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Rule-Based
Approaches.
Early attempts to configure with
circuit diagrams[1] stayedclose to the tradition of rulebasedexpert systems. Thepossible circuit diagramswere
dissectedinto tiles with pa.rtial diagramscorresponding
to
functional groupsof elements.Thepartial diagramswere
carefullyarrangedso that tiles couldbe put togetherlike in
a puzzleto formvarious circuit diagrams,and wouldspan
the wholeconfiguration space by the possible combinations of alternativepartial diagrams.Which
tiles, i.e. partial
diagrams,werenecessaryfor a given requirementspecification was determined by rules. The position of each
partial circuit diagramwasdecidedbeforehand.
This techniquewasviable and successfullyandprofitably employedin someapplications. However,the effort
required for knowledgebase maintenancewasvery high.
In additionto maintainingthe rule basethat determinedthe
presenceof the partial diagrams,and separate fromit, it
wasnecessaryto designthe partial circuit elementswhile
makingsure that they fit together and formedlegal and
functionaltotal circuit diagrams.
Model-Based
Approaches.While knowledgerepresentation by circuit diagramsled to breakthroughsuccessesin
model-baseddiagnosis systems[2], developers of modelbasedtechniquesfor configuringdo not consider circuit
diagramspromising.For incrementalconstruction of configurations, a circuit diagramoffers too manyalternatives
of addingcircuit elementsto haveattractive combinatorial
characteristics.Also, the functionof a circuit is muchmore
strongly determinedby the connectivity structure of the
componentsthan by their type, numberand parameters.
Thus,the intendedfunctionof a circuit doesnot arise until
most of the componentsare present and suitably connected, andincrementalconfiguringis left without local
criteria for focussingon promisingevolutiondirections, a
difficulty that becamethe show-stopperfor the methodof
,,ConstructiveProblemSolving"[3]

component must be considered necessary unless proven
otherwise. On the other hand, if reasoning about the connections of a componentleads to the conclusion that the
componentis without function, then it may(from a functional view) and must (from the principle of Necessity)
removedfrom the circuit diagram of the configured product. After the removal, because of the connections left
open by the removedcomponent, there usually are other
componentsfor which it becomesobvious that they do not
contribute any functionality to the technical system, and
that they too mayand must be removed.
Typically, a componentor subcomponentthat is unconnected at one terminal can immediately be recognized as
being obviously without function, e.g. a wire, a motor, a
relay coil or a lamp.
Componentswith remaining functionality.
For some
types of components and some connections, leaving one
connection open does not take awaythe functionality completely. In such a case, we must replace the component
represented in the circuit diagramby a type of component
that exhibits the remaining functionality. This newcomponent mayagain leave some of the remaining connections
open, just like whena componentis removed.
In the case of a relay, a disconnectedcoil will leave the
relay permanently de-energized, so that the state of the
contacts shownin the circuit diagram (by convention the
position in the de-energized state) is permanent.The contacts of the relay can then be replaced by permanent
connections (normally closed contacts) or removedcompletely (normally open contacts) and the resulting changes
in connectivity used for further reasoning. In other cases it
mayinstead be obvious that a relay coil is permanently
energized, so that we can infer a stable state of the relay
contacts opposite to that depicted in the circuit diagram.

In model-based reasoning for configuring, e.g. in the
resource-based paradigm[4], the basic principles of engineering for technical systems are applied: the principles of
Necessity and of Minimality. Necessity postulates that no
componentshould be in a technical system unless it is
necessary for the creation or operation of the system.
Minimality postulates that in the choice betweenalternatives, the alternative with the minimal global price tag
should be selected. Can we apply this kind of reasoning
with a circuit diagram?
Origins of the Idea
In manyapplication areas, products are manufacturedwith
more components than are needed in every application
case. These products can be ,,configured" by means of
circuit bridges that enable the necessary and disable the
unnecessary optional subcircuits. The circuit bridges are
set properly before the circuit is used for the first time. In
the circuit diagram, these bridges are identifiable components, and their connections are designed such that the
subcircuits are properly enabled or disabled depending on
the state of the bridge.
In each case, the disabled components,though physically present, are without function and therefore superfluous.
If we wanted, we could removethose componentsfrom the
product without affecting its function as configured. It was
from this intuitive picture of starting with an all-encompassing configurable product and then ripping out and
throwing away the unnecessary components in order to
arrive at the configured product that the name,,Destructive
ProblemSolving" suggested itself.
As we see, the circuit diagram can be and is used to
describe products that can be configured. Moreover,if the
manufacturers would knowbeforehand into which state the
configuring switches and bridges will be set in each case,
they could determine from the circuit diagramwhat subcircuits will be disabled. They then could leave out of the
product all componentsof those subcircuits, i.e. use the
circuit diagram and model-based reasoning to determine
the configurationof their product.

Multiple-state componen.ts.That line of reasoning can be
extended to componentsthat can have more than one state
and in each state effect only one of a numberof possible
connections,e.g. a switch. If it can be inferred that such a
componentneeds to be permanently in a certain state for
the proper working of a necessary component, then all
other connections are proven to be permanentlyopen. This,
again, maymake it obvious that some componentscannot
contribute to the overall functionality and thus mayand
must be removed.
Componentswith subcomponents.In other cases, it may
be that only some subcomponentsof a componentwill be
proven to be superfluous. The principle of Minimalitythen
demandsthat the componenttype with the least, but still
sufficient, overall functionality should be substituted. The
resource-based paradigmhas proven to be a very efficient
techniquefor this kind of reasoning.
A typical exampleis a relay with multiple contact sets.
If someof the contacts are proven unnecessary, only these
contacts mayand must be removed. The~other contacts and
the relay coil maystill be necessary.
However,if all of the contact sets of a relay are proven
to be unnecessary, then obviously the relay coil itself has
no more reason for being, and can be removedas well.

Method
What we need is a model-based reasoning mechanismthat
can distinguish between functional and functionless components and hence necessary and unnecessary components
in a circuit diagram.
Basic method
Circuit diagrams showcomponentsand their connections.
If the componentsare to work properly and a subcircuit is
to deliver the expected functionality, the componentsand
the connections shownin the circuit diagram for the subcircuit are necessary. So, if a component
represented in the
circuit diagramof a configurable circuit can be proven to
be necessary, all circuit elements that are connectedto that
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Knowledge representation.
Howmust we represent the knowledge for ,,Destructive
Problem Solving"? Wedefine the configuration space by
meansof a master circuit diagram, as if we wantedto construct and manufacture one single product implementation
from which all intended configurations can be obtained by
the setting of bridges. The master circuit diagramis maximal in that it comprises all circuit elements and all
connections that are needed under somecircumstance. We
then must assign to each of the configuring bridges the
conditions that determineits proper state from the attributes of the requirementspecification that the customerwill
submit. This represents the configuration knowledgebase.
See Fig. I for an example.
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Reasoning Process
The reasoning process in Destructive Problem Solving
begins whenthe requirement specification for a given case
is complete(enough). Wefirst evaluate the conditions that
determinethe state of bridges for that case (Fig. 2).
Beginning with these bridges, we iterate through all
components that were connected to unnecessary components to find out whetherthey are necessary or unnecessary
or whether their internal state is permanentlydetermined,
and removecomponents that can be determined to be superfluous (Fig. 3). The iteration naturally ends when
have established for all componentsin the circuit diagram
whetherthey are necessary or unnecessary(Fig. 4).
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Example
For the examplelet us consider the ,,Master Circuit Diagram" and the bridge conditions shownin Fig. 1.
Besides the power supply and other circuits, it shows
four subcircuits that control three lamps. The fuse -F2 is
common
to two of them. The first subcircuit controls lamp
-H 1 and consists of bridge -B 1, switch -S 1, lamp-H 1 and
suitable wires. The secondsubcircuit consists of switch -$2
and the relay coil of relay -KI. Fuse -F3 is shared by the
other two subcircuits. Eachconsists of a bridge (-B2, -B3),
a contact of relay -KI, and a lamp(-H2, -H3). The interior
light -HI is activated directly by switch -SI. The exterior
lights (-H2, -H3) are controlled jointly by switch -$2
through relay -KI. Such a construction is usual when
lamps drawhigh currents or operate at a voltage different
fromthe control circuit.
The circuit is configured by setting the states of the
bridges. In the requirementspecification, the customercan
decide separately about each light. The conditions for the
states of the bridges, whichlink the circuit diagramto the
requirementspecification, are here shownin a separate list
besides the Master Circuit Diagram,but will best be associated with the circuit elementsthey refer to.
Application Case. In the first application the customer
required ,,Interior Light" and ,,Rear Light". Fromthe conditions in Fig. 2 we infer that the state of -B1 and of-B3
must be CLOSED,
the state of-B2 must be OPEN.

Fig.I

Example
of a MasterCircuit Diagramtogetherwith the
bridge conditions

SPECIFICATION
interior Light Required.
Rear Light Required.
...

COMPONENT

STATES

-BI: CLOSED
-B2: OPEN
-B3: CLOSED

Fig. 2. Specification and bridge states for case i

Because bridge -B2 is open, the wire leading from -B2
to the contact of -K1will never conductcurrent, it is therefore provensuperfluous for this case. The samethen is true
for the contact of-KI, for the wire leading from it to lamp
-H2, for the lamp-H2, and for the wire leading back from
-H2 to the Minus crowbar. These components, shown with
gray backgroundin Fig. 3, therefore can be removedfrom
the circuit diagramand neednot be put into the product.
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That will typically
be suitable
when the customer can
directly decide about the presence of elements, e.g. sensors, gauges, indicators or other key functional elements.
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Fig. 3 Intermediate state of circuit diagramwithcircuit
elements proven unnecessary (case l)
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As bridges -BI and -B3 are permanentlyclosed, they
maybe mergedwith the wiring. This leads to the circuit
diagram
in Fig. 4 for the configuredproduct.
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Example
Fig. 5 showsthe sameexampleas Fig. 1, but with conditions attachedto functional components
andnot to bridges.
Application Case. For our secondcase, let us assumethe
customerrequiredonly the interior light. Fig. 6 showsthe
resulting states of the components.

Fig. 4 Finalcircuit diagram
of the configured
product(case 1)
Becauseonly one contact of the relay -KI remainsin the
circuit diagram,the relay -K1 can be implementedby any
type that providesat least onecontact of sufficient current
rating.

SPECIFICATION
,,.

Interior Light required.

Generalizations
The inferential coupling betweenthe attributes of the requirementspecification andelementsof the circuit diagram
need not be limited to bridges. In manycases, the conditions can be directly attached to an functional elementof
the circuit diagram
if attributes of the requirement
specification relate to the existence or absenceof that functional
element. Theseconditions are then evaluated together with
the bridge conditions, the state of the components
are determined,and all "open"components
removed
at the start.
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COMPONENT STATES
-HI:
-H2:
-H3:

LAMP
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Fig. 6 Specificationandcomponent
states in case 2
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Fig. l0 Final circuit diagramof the configuredproduct
in case2

In a first step, both -H2 and -H3 were removedby the
inference about the componentstate. The related circuitry,
i.e. the wire leading to the lamps, and subsequently the
relay contacts, are unconnectedat one terminal (Fig. 7).
Thus they are superfluous and can be removed from the
configuration.
After removing these (Fig. 8), we see two open-ended
wires that must be removed. This leaves one terminal of
fuse -F3 unconnectedto any circuitry, so that no current
can flow and -F3 is provensuperfluous. Also, the relay coil
of relay -KI is not connectedto any contact, so it is without function and proven superfluous. Both can be removed.
But then, in Fig. 9, it nowis obvious that switch -$2,
because one of its terminals is unconnected, can never
conduct current. So it is superfluous and must not be present in the final configuration.
After these removal operations we arrive at the final
configuration(Fig. 10).

Further Generalizations
Multiple alternative states. A further generalization is to
a110wmore than one alternative state for a symbolunder
different conditions.
This can be used e.g. when,dependingon the voltage, an
indicator light can be alternatively implementedas a lamp,
an LED,or a neon light.
For some circuit elements the replacement symbols
representing them under different conditions may even
have different connectivity, e.g. whena switch has different numbersof switch positions under different conditions,
or whenan electrical motor has or does not have taps for
coil-switching dual-speed operation.
In each of those cases, the state condition specification
for the component
will include morealternative states.
Moreexpressive conditions. In principle, complexconditions for the existence of subcircuits can be represented by
suitable networks of bridges. Allowinglogical expressions
of predicates in formulating the condition for a component
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state, and providing other predicates on the content of the
requirements specification than "REQUIRED",
e.g. compar!sons, enhances the expressive power and conciseness
of the knowledgerepresentation without increasing the
complexityof the model-basedreasoning process itself.

Summary
Circuit Diagramsare suitable to represent configuration
knowledgein an extensive fashion. The configuring process in Destructive ProblemSolving relies on the fact that
only necessary circuit elements need to be implementedin
the product, all others can be removedfrom the circuit
diagram and left out of the product’s configuration. The
representation allows model-basedreasoning about circuit
elements to determine whether circuit elements are necessary or unnecessaryfrom the existence of their connections
with other circuit elementsin the circuit diagram.
The link betweencustomer specifications and the circuit
diagrams is achieved through describing state conditions
for key circuit elethents in the master circuit diagram.
Expressing the configuration space of a product by
meansof a circuit diagramis a task familiar to electrical
engineers and technicians, a very muchlarger group of
people than that of knowledgeengineers educated in expressing the configuration space through logical rules or
constraints.
Thus, manufacturers can draw on a much
larger labor pool and in most cases already have people of
such qualification in their workteams.
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